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Can we bring back the stream?
After a decade of decline, groups are working to protect and reinvigorate one of Park’s natural habitats
by Eva Zenilman ‘09
The stream is in peril. Just a decade ago, it was healthy, providing
a habitat for trout--an indicator of
a lively stream--and many other
organisms. Now, erosion and a
lack of oxygen have dried up the
stream, rendering it uninhabitable
for most complex organisms.
“When I was in lower school,
Park’s stream was so nice to
stream-walk through--there was
no better place to be,” said Chris
Benn ‘09. “It was like a tropical
rainforest. It was at least five feet
higher; there were minnows and
crayfish, and tons of other fish.”
Middle School science teacher
Rob Piper had a similar experience when he first came to Park
12 years ago as a Lower School
teacher. “Park’s stream was
the epitome of a clean stream,”
he said. “With my students,
I worked a lot in the woods
and around the stream. After
about two years, I noticed that
the quality was going down.”
In recent years, an unsteady and
shallow flow of water has led to
a drier stream plagued by erosion
and dirt pollution. “It’s really unfortunate what’s happened to the
stream,” said Ethan Haswell ’09.
According to the Jones
Falls Watershed Association,
Park’s stream is just a portion of the 16,520 foot long
Moore’s Branch stream, which
flows into the Jones Falls River.
The inflow of water into
Moore’s Branch originates from
two different places in Pikesville,
one near Pikesville High and
the other near Beth Tfiloh. Between Park’s campus and where
the stream originates is Quarry
Lake, the new development off
of Greenspring Avenue about a
mile and a half west of school.
Quarry Lake developer Koren
Development Company, Inc.
(KDC), has centered the construction of residences, shops, and
offices around a lake, previously
the Greenspring Quarry. Collecting enough water to transform the
old quarry into a lake will take
many years. Once full, Quarry
Lake will be the largest manmade lake in Maryland—below
sea level at 450 feet in depth, 40
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acres, and 2.5 miles in perimeter.
KDC has been involved with
the Greenspring Quarry since
1996, but the quarry itself predates KDC’s interest by about
120 years. According to a 1999
article in The Sun, the Greenspring Quarry was first mined
for limestone in 1877; Arundel
Corporation purchased it in 1937.
In 1999, after digging more
than 35 million tons of stone,
Arundel shut down the site.
Tense relations between Park
and Greenspring Quarry’s management arose during the late
1970s. Director of the Appalachian Challenge Jim Howard,
who has worked at Park for 43
years, was teaching ecology
in both the Middle and Upper
Schools when his students took
action against Arundel because
the company had been washing
off its trucks from the quarry
into Moore’s Branch. “The water
would one day be milky, another
day clear. And when it rained,
there would be a profuse odor
of diesel fuel,” said Howard.
His students got involved by
visiting the Maryland Department of the Environment, where
they looked through the corpora-

Moore’s Branch stream
(above) has long served as
both a teaching tool and
playground for three generations of Park students.
When it was re-routed early
this decade to help fill the
old Greenspring Quarry, the
stream began to decline,
and could no longer support aquatic life.
photo by E. Rosenfeld ‘09

tion’s previous inspections for
their quarries. They discovered
violations, and the students wrote
about it in Postscript, The Sun,
and also spoke with the owner
of Arundel. The corporation received a cease and desist from
contaminating the stream, and
also had to install equipment to
catch the particulate matter being dumped from their trucks.
Years later, more sources of
contamination and new damages
have surfaced. With the beginning
of quarry mining over a century
ago, it was necessary to divert the
original path of Moore’s Branch
around the excavation so the
stream wouldn’t be destroyed and
the quarry could continue. But,
when Arundel closed down and

developers decided to convert the
quarry into a lake, the stream was
re-directed to its original route
through the quarry to help create
the lake. “A hole that size will take
many years to fill,” said Piper.
As a direct result of the
Moore’s Branch re-diversion
to the quarry at the beginning
of this decade, and with three
years of drought, Park’s stream
completely dried up. In 2004,
The Baltimore County Department of Environmental
Protection and Resource Management (DEPRM) rated Moore’s
Branch “poor for biological conditions.” Biological conditions
STREAM cont’d p. 5
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Editorial
Missing the action
January 20, 2009 was a historic day. Over one million people flocked to the
U.S. Capitol to watch the Inauguration of President Barack Obama, and 40 million
more watched the Inauguration on television. Here, in the Upper School, a committee planned special events— from political discussions to open studio sessions—
to reflect upon the Inauguration’s importance to our country and to our community.
A number of students and faculty traveled to Washington, D.C. to watch the Inauguration while some stayed home to watch with their families; however, a large number
of students, especially from the senior class, chose to take a day off and simply skip
school. One-hundred-forty-six students, or 43% of the Upper School, were absent
on Inauguration Day. The senior class, already the smallest grade, was down 59%.
Putting aside the number of faculty and students who made a positive decision to go Washington, or who chose to watch it with their families, why is it
that a supposedly close-knit community cannot come together and celebrate
such a momentous event? The ethos of Park is one that embraces change and
community, and which celebrates victories and acknowledges losses together.
Coming to school and engaging in the activities showed respect for the importance of the day. For so many students to simply skip school without a valid excuse was disrespectful towards their peers, their teachers, and the community
at large, not to mention the individuals who so convincingly made the case to administrators for the special day, and those who spent time preparing activities.
Park hopes to prepare students for a future engaged in important debate about
the world. Many of the students in the Upper School will be voters in the next
presidential election; some even voted this year. They need to care about what this
country represents, come together in groups, and debate the issues of our future.
The school also played a role in providing valuable opportunities to mark
the day. While the heartfelt speeches during the all-school assembly were a
highlight, other aspects of the day fell flat and seemed insufficiently planned.
We all needed to step forward and embrace the future. Your engagement counts.
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From the President:

Student council votes to donate money
for Matt and Abbby Young memorial
Hey everyone! Once again, it’s time
for a little update on what has been going on during Senate and Student Government meetings. One change, which I
learned about from my attendance at the
Board of Trustee meetings, is a 4.5%
general tuition increase for high school
students. In other words, your tuition will
be going up next year by about $1000.
This came as a surprise to me, because
of the current situation of the economy,
and during the meeting I questioned
the moral principles of this action.
On a positive note, teacher and staff
compensation will also be increasing,
though not to a satisfactory level by any
means. Unfortunately, because there are
no other means of funding, our tuition will
end up rising to offset next year’s budget.
A few months ago, the Student Government sponsored a debate between
Margaret Flowers and Vinny Demarco,
two “opposing” sides of the healthcare
spectrum. The purpose was to really
expose the Upper School to Vinny’s
Maryland Healthcare for All plan, so
the senators could decide whether or not
to support his bill. If the senate voted in
favor of supporting this bill, the council would have signed it, and Vinny
would have then used our signatures as
a platform to gain more student support.
The following Senate meeting after
the debate was open to everyone who

was interested in discussing healthcare. Only a handful of non-Senators
came to discuss, and the debate was
surprisingly one-sided. In the end, after a short lived discussion, the Senate voted against supporting Vinny’s
proposition. Therefore, the Student
Council will not be signing the bill on
behalf of the Student Government.
On the other hand, the Student Senate recently voted to contribute a maximum of $500 (or half the total cost)
towards the Matt Young memorial
tree planting later this spring. The tree
planting, spearheaded by Mr. Jacoby,
Matan Zeimer ‘10, and myself, will
be a large community project that will
be open to anyone who is interested.
There will be plenty of trees, shrubs,
and flowers for everyone to be involved.
Recently, there have been the first
preliminary discussions about the
“community board” with the Student
Senate. In the next few weeks, we hope
to include Mr. McGill in these discussions. Also, the issue of parking was
once again brought to our attention, because the upper lot has finally filled up.
Finally, if you have any questions, comments, or concerns, feel free to put a note
in my mailbox or stop me in the hallway.
--Mike Leffer ‘10
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Civil rights group visits New Orleans
by Mariama Eversley ‘10
On Friday, January 23, eight
Park students departed for a
journey through five southern states to explore significant
sights of the civil rights movement. They traveled to notable
civil rights-related destinations such as the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama,
Kelly Ingram Park in Birmingham, Alabama, and the Loraine
Motel in Memphis, Tennessee.
Along the way, the group visited a total of five museums and
met civil rights activists. Seven students from City College
High School and six students
from a nonprofit organization
called Kids on the Hill joined
Juniors Christina Cubera, Mariama Eversley, Monica Kessler,
Kyle Long, Julia Meyerhoff,
and Sophomores Cody Tracey,
and Tanika Lynch on the trip.
The civil rights trip began
when Coordinator of Community
& Student Services Carol Kinne,
Upper School Dean of Students
Traci Wright, and Lower School
physical education teacher Stradine Harris attended the People
of Color Conference in 2001.
The Conference offered a special
trip to Birmingham, Alabama
during which they visited Kelly
Ingram Park, where the infamous
1963 Children’s March took
place. During this visit, one participant remarked that, “students
need to come here,” and the idea
for the civil rights trip was born.
In 2004, the first civil rights
trip became a core element of
Park School tradition. The mis-
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For the first time, the civil rights tour included a visit to the site of a current civil rights problem.
The group swung through New Orleans, including the Ninth Ward, to witness the devasation of
Hurricane Katrina.

sion remains to learn about the
civil rights movement and use
history to inspire students to take
active roles in the community.
This year, the trip included
two new sights: New Orleans,
Louisiana, and Jackson, Mississippi. Never in the trip’s history has it included the sight of
a modern day civil rights issue,
but by popular demand New Orleans became a stop on the tour.
When students and chaperones first arrived in New Orleans, they immediately headed
to the famed Bourbon Street. At
midnight it was bustling with en-

tertainment. “It was like a party,”
said Long, but in the morning the
trip resumed its serious tone.
The students began their
day by attending a lecture at
a book store in New Orleans.
The co-owner of the book store
challenged the students’ ideas
about white privilege in the
American school system, and
later caused a heated discussion
within the group. Some took issue with the general statements
he made about the makeup of
the school systems, while others agreed with his ideas about
de facto segregation in schools.

Then, the group met with
students from McDonough 35,
a New Orleans high school, to
hear firsthand accounts about
Hurricane
Katrina.
“When
we first walked in, I was surprised about how they started
talking right away and articulated their experiences without
shedding a tear,” said Kessler.
“Let’s be clear,” said a teacher from McDonough 35. “We’ve
had hurricanes before, but what
we’re talking about is the government’s response to hurricane
Katrina.” One student and valedictorian of her grade said, “I left

New Orleans with my basketball
shorts, T-shirt, and tennis shoes.”
After leaving the school, the
tour ventured on to see the destruction caused by the Hurricane. They drove to the Ninth
ward and walked around. Cubera felt moved seeing that,
“still nothing had been done.”
At one point, a few students from the group found
an abandoned children’s doll
left next to the foundations of
a destroyed house. It was patterned with the American flag.
“This is ironic,” said Tim Norris
from City College High school.
The students ran into one
man who returned to the Ninth
ward after his home had been
destroyed in the storm. He had
erected a memorial to his granddaughter and wife who were
“swept away in the storm.”
Despite his tragedy, Cubera
noted how hopeful he seemed.
Students who attended the
civil rights trip came away with
a greater understanding about
the civil rights movement,
themselves, and the state of the
world. “I learned about individuals who decided to stand
up and change so much,” said
Cubera. “This really did change
me. I met so many people, amazing kids, and learned so much.”
On Friday, January 30, students from Kids on the Hill and
City College High School visited Park to reunite with the civil
rights trip group. On the next
available date, Park kids who attended the civil rights trip plan to
visit either City College High or
the various schools that students
from Kids on the Hill attend.

Eightnotes performs with Zimbabwean band
by Scotty Shuldiner ‘09
Eightnotes, Park’s all female a cappella group, performed three concerts in New
York City on January 26-27
with Liyana, a Zimbabwean
Afro-Fusion band touring the
U.S. A Park School connection with one of the sponsoring
foundations led to the invitation.
Liyana, which is made up of
eight physically disabled former students of King George
VI School (KG6) in Bulowayo,
Zimbabwe, was brought to the

U.S. by the John Lennon Educational Tour Bus and the Plutzik-Goldwasser Foundation to
perform several concerts. According to their website, Liyana’s
music, with lyrics in five different languages, is “reflective of
our interconnected world, where
many find that our connections
are greater than our divisions.”
Eightnotes first performed
with Liyana at Congregation
Rodeph Shalom along with Israeli singer-songwriter David Broza
and several church choirs from

the area. The girls also performed
several pieces on their own in
addition to singing with Liyana.
The Eightnotes, Liyana,
and Broza next sang in concerts at Teachers’ College, Columbia University for a group
of
Harlem
schoolchildren.
In between shows, Eightnotes spent time with Liyana.
“We got to hang out with the
band and really get to know
them,” said Hannah Briggs ‘11,
a member of Eightnotes. “It was
really an awesome experience

to meet such fascinating people
and discover that we can still
connect even though we are so
drastically different,” she said.
Devyn Heit ‘09 also connected with members of Liyana. “It
was really special because we
had come from radically different places and circumstances,
yet we found ourselves brought
together by a shared appreciation for music,” said Heit. “I
also learned that disabilities can
never hold people back from doing what they love,” she added.

Other members of Eightnotes
include Sophomores Julia Boscov-Ellen and Sophie Defries,
Juniors Julie Meyerhoff, Hannah Mitchell, Helen Goelet and
Georgi McCauley, and Senior
Lisa Brown. Meyerhoff was unable to perform because she was
traveling on the civil rights trip.
Former member Molly O’Keefe
’08 rejoined the group for the occasion since she had written an
arrangement last year for the song
“Ithemba Lami.” O’Keefe was
invited to solo for that selection.
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Tracy B. moves in Robotics kicks off fourth year
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by Juliet Eisentstein ‘11
Before Shirley Scherr retired as Administrative Assistant of the Upper School at
winter break, the search for her
replacement was already under
way. On January 12, Tracey
Brown took the empty position.
Brown, who came from the
Baltimore County public schools,
held the same job there for nine
years, and before that she worked
at Towson High for five years.
She heard about the opening from
a friend, Patti Steinberg, who is
involved with Park Connects.
“It has been easy because

everyone’s so gracious,” said
Brown about the transition. The
hardest part of the new job, Brown
commented, is memorizing all
of the Upper School students’
names, and that is the most overwhelming thing she will face.
The fact that “everyone seems
happy to be here,” said Brown, is
the greatest difference between
Park and the other schools where
she has previously worked.
Currently enjoying her time in
retirement, Mrs. Scherr said she
has had more time to do things
such as babysit and spend time
with her grandchildren. “I’m
resting and relaxing and taking
up reading, but I haven’t got
into any routine yet,” she said.
Mrs. Scherr does think about
what is going on during the day
at Park, such as when class meetings, X blocks, and assemblies
are. “I’ve been enjoying the leisure,” she said, “but I’m always
thinking about Park.” Overall
though, she is very grateful for
her many experiences at the
school. “I miss everybody, and I
want to thank everybody for being so nice to me,” she remarked.

Umbrella Corporation readies for contest late February
by Jeremy Cohen ‘12
The robotics team participated in the 2009 FIRST robotics competition kickoff on January 3. The kickoff was the start
of the building season for the
worldwide robotics competition.
FIRST, which stands for “For
the Inspiration of Science and
Technology,” is a worldwide robotics competition. Over 1600
teams in 11 countries watched
as this year’s game was announced. Every year, FIRST,
the organization in charge of
the competition, announces a
game that robots must be able
to play. For six weeks in January and February, teams – including Park’s – toil around the
clock to build a robot capable
of competing in the tournament.
The Umbrella Corporation,
Park’s four year-old team, consists of 11 students from Park
and two from Towson High
School and meets for two hours
four times a week. A few adult
mentors also help the group and
provide valuable advice. Each
year, the team designs, builds,
and programs a robot for competitions in February and March.
This year, the robotics game
is called Lunacy. “The game that
our robot has to play involves
picking up balls and throwing
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The Umbrella Corporation, Park’s robotics team, built a robot
to compete in the game “Lunacy,” where it will pick up and
throw balls into the back of an opposing team’s robot.

them into [a trailer attached to]
the back of the opposing teams’
robot,” says Daniel Basner ‘12.
While this may seem simple,
there is a catch. “The floor is a
near frictionless surface built to
resemble what it might be like
on the surface of the moon,”
explained Alanna McTavish
’09. The team plans to build a
conveyer belt to pick up balls
from the ground, and a dumping mechanism to get them into
the opposing robots’ trailers.
According to McTavish, being a member of the robotics
team requires hard work and
effort. On some days, there is

much to do, and on others, very
little. “Some days have bigger
workloads than others,” said
McTavish. The build season in
January and February takes up
a lot of time, and can be very
stressful. “Twenty-two hours
a week goes by fast,” said participant Grant Kitchen ‘12.
The Umbrella Corporation will
participate in two regional competitions this year: February 2728 at the Washington, D.C. Convention Center, and March 20-21
at the Annapolis Naval Academy.
Winning either regional championship means an invitation to
international games in Atlanta.

Group witnesses Inauguration
photo by R. Engle ‘10

Science dept. brings in
temporary biology teacher
by Rebecca Ringler ‘11
Dr. Dami Akinmade is
the most recent addition to
Park’s science department.
A temporary position opened
when Julie Rogers, a Park Upper
School science teacher, began maternity leave until April. Her son
Jack Rogers was born January 15.
Akinmade is from Nigeria
and lived there until 1996. She
came to study at University of
Maryland, Baltimore County,
joining her older sister who
was already in school there.
“My parents saw the United
States’ college education as being

sounder than that of Nigeria’s. I
know that back home, students
and teachers went on strike a lot
so it took much longer to finish
your studies,” said Akinmade.
At UMBC, Akinmade earned
her PhD in Pathology. She
then decided to try out teaching. “Teaching is something
I always liked to do; I didn’t
consider it as a career, but I enjoy it now.” said Akinmade.
She has taken over Jeff Jennings’ former biology classes,
and when she is not teaching here, Akinmade is teaching biology at UMBC and at
the University of Baltimore.

by Rachel Shapiro ‘10
Eight members of the MBlock activity, Broadening
the Conversation about Race
braved the cold to see Barack Obama become the 44th
President of the United States.
The group, led by Upper
School Math teacher Anand Thakker and School Counselor Krista
Dhruv, left Monday evening and
stayed overnight at the home of a
friend of Upper School Dean of
Students Traci Wright. On Tuesday, they woke up at four o’clock
in the morning and began bundling up to prepare for the day.
Traveling to the Mall by
Metro was crowded. “The
doors could hardly close because there were so many people,” said Christina Cubera ’10.

“You were literally standing
on top of strangers,” she said.
The group arrived at the Mall
by 7:00 and situated themselves
between the second and third
JumboTrons, a relatively good
spot considering they hadn’t
purchased tickets. They then
spent the next two hours trying
to pass the time and stay warm.
Finally, as special guests began to arrive, the group turned
its attention to the big screens
to watch the proceedings.
Those who attended the historical event described the atmosphere on the Mall as friendly and
excited. They felt safe despite the
enormous crowd. Sima Lotfi ’09
remarked that she didn’t think
twice about leaving her bag on
the ground. “Everyone was just
there to celebrate,” added Cubera.
When Obama finally appeared

people were screaming and waving American flags. The overwhelming emotion accompanying the momentous occasion was
evident as some people in the
crowd even began to cry. Cubera
noted that one woman was pushing her 10 year-old son forward
to give him a better view. “It was
clear that she wanted to make
sure he saw and understood
what was happening,” she said.
Wildly energetic for most
of the day, the crowd became
increasingly silent and serious
when the time came for Obama
to deliver his Inaugural Address.
“Everyone wanted to hear what
he was saying,” said Lotfi. She
added that the crowd seemed
to be struck by the honesty of
Obama’s words and “that meant
more than being cheerful.”
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Leighton to become
next Associate Head
by Nate Kaufman ‘10
Next fall, Lower School Principal
Betsy Leighton will take over as Associate Head of School. When current Associate Head Louise Mehta announced her retirement in November,
Head of School Dan Paradis and three
faculty members from each division in
the school formed a search committee
to find Mehta’s successor.
Obi Okobi, Jenny Harbold, and
Emily Biscoe represented the Lower
School; Josh Wolf, Liz Baker, and
Paul Worley, the Middle School; and
Peter Warren, Christine Tillman, and

Patti Porcarelli, the Upper School.
Fifteen years ago, Leighton joined
the Park community after leaving Bryn
Mawr, where she served both as Upper School Arts Head for two years
and the Middle School Head for three
years. Before that, she taught art at Gilman’s middle school for four years.
For her first two years at Park, Leighton worked as Associate Director of Admissions, and then as Director. When
people asked Leighton, “What in the
world are you doing with an art background becoming an administrator?” she
answered, “I always thought of it as a
different kind of design problem.” After

working in Admissions, Leighton was
selected as the Lower School Principal,
a job she has held for the past 13 years.
According to Leighton, one of things
that most attracts her to Associate
Head is how similar it is to her former
position in Admissions. Admissions
directors see the entire school from
kindergarten through twelfth grade.
“You must have one foot inside the
school and one foot outside the school,”
she said. “The job requires faculty recruitment and curriculum development,
along with working to shape Park’s image outside of the community,” she said.
As Head of Lower School, Leighton
learned how to deal with “the unexpected,” a skill she thinks also has prepared her well for her forthcoming job.
The most important part of the job of
Associate Head of School, as Leighton
put it, is “to support Dan’s vision for the

school.” She also said she is looking forward to getting to know the teachers in
the middle and upper schools, as a large
part of job will be supporting faculty.
Thinking about her replacement in
the Lower School, Leighton considers several qualities to be essential:
“Someone who loves kids and appreciates the different stages of their development, keeps front and center what’s
in the best interests of kids in whatever
decisions are being made, has a passion for education and knowledge of
young kids, can work with a variety of
people, and deal with the unexpected.”
Former Associate Head of School Louise Mehta is heading the search committee for Leighton’s replacement. The committee started by determining its shared
vision for the position and those qualities
most important for candidates to possess.
Now, the review process has begun.

Senate debates student judiciary committee
by Alex Elias ‘11
A new development in Senate
meetings over the last few weeks
is the possibility of a student judiciary committee that would
offer opinions anonymously
on student disciplinary actions.
The committee would include
four teachers and four students,
one from each grade, who would
be elected to the post. There
might also be an additional one
or two students elected as al-

ternates, in case of absences.
The committee’s advice on a
given problem would be consulted as a “recommendation or an
opinion, nothing final though,”
said Senator Alec Ring ’11. “The
upside is that students could voice
their opinions directly,” he said.
The thought behind the committee is that “students should
take some sort of advisory role
in disciplinary situations,” said
fellow Senator Jesse Orr ’11.
Principal Mike McGill sug-

gested the idea last May in his
first meeting with the new student council as a way to make
student government more “vital,” as McGill puts it. At the
moment, McGill, the offender’s
adviser and sometimes Dean of
Students Traci Wright or Head
of School Dan Paradis are consulted in a disciplinary situation.
Though McGill thought the
idea of a committee a bit of a
“paradox, since no one is protesting the way discipline is

currently happening,” he still
feels it could be a beneficial
addition to the Upper School.
“If it reinvigorates the students
to take more responsibility in
the community, it would definitely be worth it,” McGill said.
On the other hand, some senators feel that it is superfluous and
“overkill,” said Laura Friedman
’11, an opponent of the suggestion. “Everything that has been
shown [in Senate meetings] has
been unreasonable. It is not nec-

essary. No one seems to have
an issue with the way things are
being dealt with now,” she said.
Student body President Mike
Leffer ’10 would support it if
it was “done properly.” But at
the moment he describes it as
just “something to think about.”
All those interviewed stated
that the idea was very rough
and it was barely at the proposal level. “None of the details
are ironed out yet,” said Orr
‘11, “It’s all very provisional.”

Groups work to save failing campus stream
STREAM,
cont’d from p. 1
refer to “the biodiversity of
macro invertebrates,” said
David Flores ’03, the Environmental Restoration
Manager for the Jones Falls
Watershed
Association.
In addition, 38 percent of the stream lacks
a stream buffer, which is
defined as approximately
100 feet of forest alongside the stream. “These
forests cool the water and
trap out pollutants so they
don’t wash into the stream.
The root systems also hold
soil in place to reduce erosion,” said Flores. Twentyfour percent of Moore’s
Branch has eroded, but despite this, the stream does
contain normal levels for
phosphate, nitrate, and pH.
Park’s stream is in a
poor state for a number of

reasons. For one, it is currently very shallow. “There
used to be something similar to a small pool where
the water was above
my head even if I stood
up straight,” said Piper.
Park’s stream used to be
classified as a Class 3 Trout
stream—a breeding ground
for minnows and other organisms that trout can eat.
“[The stream] is intricately
related to the health of the
trout in the Jones Falls. I am
hard-pressed to even find
a crayfish in the stream,
and when I do, they’re
stunted,” said Howard.
The stream is also too
warm and lacks enough
oxygen to support what life
is left. While cold water is
better for living organisms
such as aquatic plants and
fish, the stream’s shallow water runs through

sunny parts on campus,
warms up, and loses oxygen. This is why a forested
buffer zone is critical to a
stream’s health—oxygenated water provides a sufficient habitat for fish and
plants, which then hold the
stream bottom in place.
Currently, fundraising
and outside organizations
are helping to improve
the stream. The Jones
Falls Watershed Association has worked with the
school to plant more than
100 trees in the buffer
zone. Also, the Chesapeake Bay Trust awarded
Park a $20,000 grant to
help with construction of
a rain garden along the
bottom of the parking lot.
Upper School history
teacher Daniel Jacoby, who
is also the faculty adviser of
the Climate Change Com-

mittee at Park (CCCP),
is involved in organizing
these projects, as well as
an April memorial to honor Matt Young ’10 and his
sister Abby, who died in a
fire last year. Funds raised
will go to create a rain garden of trees and shrubs that
will help clean water running off of the upper parking lot. Further upstream,
near the quarry, the Jones
Falls Watershed Association is encouraging private
homeowners to disconnect
their downspouts from
storm drains. Downspouts
are attached to gutters on
roofs, so when the gutters
get full, the downspouts
bring the water to an underground system which
eventually reaches a storm
drain. The storm drain then
empties out into the stream.
“The water collected on

roofs is full of pollutants,
and the water goes into
the stream untreated,” said
Flores. The Association is
encouraging homeowners
to direct their downspouts
to empty the water out
onto their lawns (where the
pollutants would be taken
up by plants), into rain
barrels, a different patch
of landscape, or a rain garden which is designed to
absorb rain water.
“Another benefit [from
disconnecting downspouts]
is that it would reduce the
quantity and force of water that enters the stream
during storm events,” said
Flores. Water entering the
stream from the storm drain
causes erosion, because
the abnormally heavy flow
of water triggers the soil to
discharge and reposition.
Rather than being det-

rimental to the health of
the stream, Howard sees
Quarry Lake as a solution to revitalize Moore’s
Branch. The new lake will
provide a steady supply of
water for the stream because the developers are
placing a pipe 65 feet deep
into the lake, where the
water is colder, which will
flow into Moore’s Branch.
“This pipe will ensure that
Moore’s Branch will be
running at a temperature
that sustains life and flora
and fauna,” said Howard.
Nevertheless, no one can
be certain whether a completely full Quarry Lake
will benefit Park’s stream.
Until then, “[The stream’s]
problems are serious and
complicated, but there is a
lot we can do,” said Jacoby.
“There is no one answer;
there are a lot of answers.”
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Commentary
Direct democracy: restoring responsibility to the individual
by Andrew Barry ‘11
Park School’s philosophy states
it is “the objective of the school
that students become deeply involved in intellectual endeavors
and significant extra-curricular
activities.” And while this may
be true for classwork and assorted
X-block activities, it is hardly
so in our student government.
Student apathy is common, and
senators are ineffective, talking
tediously and accomplishing little. Senate is merely responsible
for planning a few social events,
attending department meetings,
and doling out funds to clubs.
At almost every class meeting,
senators deliver vague news regarding what they have discussed,
but it rarely results in any action.
To make government more transparent and ensure greater student
involvement, the entire system
must be rearranged; we must
implement direct democracy.
This form of democracy allows students a greater voice,
as they would vote on issues for
themselves instead of relying on
representatives to make decisions
for them. Under this system,
representatives still exist, but are
bound by the will of the people.
Akin to the Electoral College, senators would vote based
on what their constituents want,
serving simply as a proxy. Any

Currently a representative body, the Student Senate gathers during a weekly meeting.

student could propose legislation, and after distributing a
written bill, the grades would
convene at class meetings to
vote. Clubs could present budget
proposals in a similar manner.
This system would be fast and
effective; there would be limited
debate, and a simple yes or no
vote. If another student wanted to
amend a bill, he/she could submit
a revision. More students would
be involved in government, and
the work accomplished would
reflect the desire of the students.
The one major criticism of
direct democracy is its feasibility.

On a large scale, gathering voters together is problematic. But,
Park is a small and progressive
community, giving us the opportunity to employ inventive, if
atypical, practices. Practices that
can work in an academic setting.
Marlboro College, a school
consisting of around 330 students, has meetings every few
weeks in which faculty and students discuss and debate budgets,
policies, and other concerns. On
a small scale, direct democracy
can work beautifully; and with
further student contribution,
significant objectives can be met.

To reach this goal of direct
governance, however, is not
demanding. It requires student
acceptance of responsibility and
real initiative. Students would
have to end their dependence on
government to manage a great
deal. Senators would have to
be willing to attend department
meetings and serve as proxies
without the benefit of power, and
most importantly the ability to
list their leadership of government on a college application.
Volunteers would need to devote their time. But, with actual
effort, a better government is not

photo by J. Patterson ‘10

tremendously difficult to create. If residents in the slums of
South Africa and poor indigenous
Mexican farmers can form functioning direct democracies, then
surely we can gather together
and reasonably govern ourselves.
We are the current generation of Park students, and
anything that occurs while we
are present, to some extent, is
due to our action or lack thereof. It is our decision: Do we
leave a mark of indifference
or do we return to our school’s
progressive roots and leave a legacy of convergence and fervor?

Representative Senate: slow but inclusive, well organized
by Jesse Orr ‘11
The Senate has its faults. It
can be petty, ineffective and timeconsuming. Yet, for all of its
problems, it does a remarkable job
of fostering serious discussions
even if they don’t go anywhere.
When one gathers 24 opinionated individuals, one can’t
expect to get much done quickly,
especially since a two-thirds
majority is required to pass anything. However, slowness is the
price to pay for doing a job well.
Our main duty is to give out
money, and it is better to do it deliberately and slowly rather than
quickly and poorly. This isn’t

to say we couldn’t be more efficient, but when people complain
without knowing what they’re
talking about, they do a disservice to themselves and the school.
The Senate provides a great
forum for connecting the Upper
School; it includes people from
all grades and social groups. One
could say the same about clubs,
but they would be wrong; clubs
tend to attract similar people.
Unlike Habitat, Postscript or
Asian Culture Club, the people
in the Senate are not all friends.
We don’t necessarily have similar interests, and some people
obviously dislike each other.
Getting rid of the Senate would
take away one of the most rep-

resentative bodies for the school.
There are two main alternatives to the Senate: having giant
assembly-government meetings,
or just letting everybody who
shows up vote. Both are bad,
although letting the Senate turn
into some constantly changing,
capricious body would be worse.
If we went with the second
idea, and allowed the Senate to
become a body without any membership, there would be anarchy.
Clubs could flood meetings with
their members to receive money
for the most worthless of causes.
The Senate could do one thing
one week, and the opposite the
next. It would be entirely disorganized, since there would

be no membership. How we
would get more done with fewer
people, less incentive and less
organization is beyond me. This
system would have all the faults
of the current system--the pettiness, the slowness, the lack of
achievements--and it would also
be inconsistent and disorganized.
Turning assemblies into giant government meetings would
also be an awful idea. First, they
would take ages, as everybody
would have a right to speak and
respond – then there’s the matter
of counting the votes of 300+
students every time. Second,
they would be hectic – worse than
the worst of Senate meetings.
Some people claim that Sen-

ate meetings are tedious and
senators that just talk to hear
themselves speak. This problem
would be worse if we turned
assemblies into giant Senate
meetings. If we can’t keep Senate meetings quick, organized and
efficient, how could we do the
same in a body 15 times bigger?
The Senate has many problems. However, bashing it
without suggesting improvements
is dishonest, and proposing to fix
the Senate by replacing it with
something slower and less effective is misguided. We should
focus on improving the Senate,
not tearing it down and turning it into some chaotic circus.

Commentary
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Media grants Obama a free pass
by Adam Kelmenson ‘11
During the eight years George W. Bush
was president, he endured daily media
attacks. By the end of his second term, it
seemed as though the media had nothing
good to say. Even Hollywood got involved.
Family Guy showed Bush in the oval office
laughing hysterically as a monkey bashed
two symbols together. Jay-Z and Young
Jeezy spoke out against the former president in their rap songs. Popular comedians
such as Carlos Mencia made jokes calling
Bush “retarded.” The many media outlets
made one point clear: Bush is an idiot.
Conversely, pretty much the entire media loves Obama (with Fox News being
the only notable, mainstream exception.)
Reporting on the “the first black president”
really gives ratings a boost. In addition,
Hollywood loves Obama. One of the 10
Inaugural Balls Obama and the First Lady
attended was called “The Neighborhood
Ball.” Famous actors and singers such
as Denzel Washington, Beyonce, Tom
Hanks, and many more attended. Mary J.
Blige was seen crying as Obama gave his
speech. While it was clear she was crying
because Obama is the first African American president, one thing is for sure: she
will never make fun of him in her songs.
Hollywood and the liberal media won’t
discredit Obama as they unfairly did Bush.
Any mistake he makes as president
won’t be his fault. The media, along with
Park School, will either blame errors on the
previous president or make some excuse.
If the economy gets worse, the media will
say that Bush messed things up so badly
that Obama’s attempts to make things

April Saul/Philadelphia Inquirer/MCT

Then President-elect Barack Obama, his wife, Michelle Obama, Vice President-elect Joe Biden and his wife, Jill
Biden, wave to the media as they wait for their inaugural train to leave Wilmington, Delaware, Saturday, January
17, 2009. The Obamas and Bidens made a ceremonial rail trip from Philadelphia and Wilmington to Washington.

better couldn’t possibly have succeeded.
One good thing that will come from the
media’s positive reporting is that people
will have nice things to say. It’s demoralizing when the country doesn’t like the
president; however, one of the great things
about America is we are allowed to speak
out against our leaders. Many at Park will
not speak out against Obama, many won’t

call him retarded, and many won’t make
jokes that he is illiterate as one teacher said
about Bush during the inaugural ceremony.
We are learning to think for ourselves
here at Park, so why not make judgments
about the president separate from the media? Think what you want to think instead
of what Hollywood wants you to think.
Also, now that the media has bowed down

to worship Obama, we are going to get a
surge of biased reporting. In order to stay
well informed I urge you to search for as
many sources as possible before making
judgments about the president. If you still
like Obama and agree with everything
he does, then say so, but nobody has to
agree with the government all of the time.
After all, that’s what America is all about.

Warren’s inclusion fulfills Obama promise to unify
by Josh Potash ‘11
Barack Obama was sworn in as the
44 th president of the United States on
January 20, 2009. His speech inspired
the crowd and promised that America is
truly on the path to a better future. Yet for
some, the excitement was dampened and
the joy dulled by the invocation, more
specifically, by the man who spoke it and
his presence on the stage: Rick Warren.
Pastor Rick Warren was asked by
Obama on December 17, 2008 to give the
invocation. Warren is the pastor of Saddleback Church in Lake Forest, California. He
is known to some as a great pastor, moving
speaker, and inspirational author. Others
see him as a man who aims to impede gay
rights, to outlaw abortion, and to further a
conservative Christian agenda. Obama’s
choice sparked outrage and surprised
many who thought he would never choose
such a socially conservative pastor. Gay

Alex Wong/Pool/MCT

Barack Obama bows his head during the invocation by Rev. Rick Warren at the
U.S. Presidential Inauguration.

rights activists decried the choice, and
spoke out against Obama’s insensitivity.
However, few thought to step back and
think why Obama made such a choice.
Yes, Rick Warren opposes gay marriage

and abortion, but so do many Americans
and even a majority of Californians. In
the Park community, few oppose gay
rights, yet that is not true for much of
America. While Warren does not share

Obama’s views on social issues, Obama
chose to include him in the ceremony. In
doing so, he demonstrates his willingness
to accept differing views and opinions.
Furthermore, his choice is an attempt
to let those Americans who did not
vote for him have their views be heard
as well. Evangelical America and the
Democratic Party have never seen eye
to eye, and perhaps they never will, but
they can at least express their opinions
and explain why they hold them. The
invitation of Rick Warren to the Inauguration is also an invitation to evangelical
America, one that needs to be extended.
Obama is living up to his 2004 speech
at the Democratic Convention where
he said, “Well, I say to them tonight,
there is not a liberal America and a
conservative America -- there is the
United States of America. There is not
a Black America and a White America
and Latino America and Asian America
-- there’s the United States of America.”
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Presidential
School marks historic Inauguration

photo by H. Jacobs

With the suspension of regular classes to celebrate the Inauguration of America’s first black president, students, faculty,
and staff congregated in the athletic center for an all-school
assembly, followed by special activities planned within and
across divisions.
Towards midday, all students were able to view televised
coverage of the main event. Lower and Middle School students used classroom TV sets; the Upper School plus grades
three through five, assembled in the theater to watch a satellite
feed that had just been installed a few days before.
In addition to musical performances, the morning assembly
featured the personal statements included here. Also notable
was a light Upper School turnout. Forty-three percent of the
Upper School student body did not come to school in favor of
attendance at the Washington ceremony, spending time with
family watching the swearing-in, or just skipping altogether.

‘What’s so special about a black leader?’
An Inauguration Day speech
by Tim Howell, US Math
My name is Tim Howell. I
teach mathematics in the Upper
School and I was born in a tiny
island in the Caribbean called
Barbados. If you fly south and
slightly east from Baltimore it
would take less than five hours
to get there. And if you play
your cards right, you could have
a very good time among its
population of about 280,000—
less than half the population of
Baltimore City, and about 90%
black. By the way, if you ever
wanted to be born poor, Barbados
is as nice a place as any to do so.
You will notice that a number
of folk, particularly black faculty and students, are missing
from school today and some of
you may be thinking quietly or
aloud—if you are bold enough:
“Why? What is the big deal? We
didn’t see of lot of black folk or
white folk for that matter, missing school when George Bush
was inaugurated in 2001 and
2005, or Bill Clinton in 1993 and
1997.” So today I want to share
with you a few experiences that
might help you understand why
for me it is a big deal and why
for those who are away from
us it might be a big deal. You
might even begin to think that
for all people in this country and
beyond, it should be a big deal,
though we all know that it is not.

So what’s so special about
a black leader of this country?
Why is it a big deal? Why
does it seem so special to black
people in particular? Does it really matter that Barack Obama
is black? Do you think that it
matters than I am black? Do you?
Unlike many people I know,
I don’t mind filling out forms.
Most of the time I find the questions rather silly, but somewhat
entertaining. But when I first
arrived in this country in 1969,
I found a form I did not like.
I didn’t like it because in the
race section of a form there
was no mention of my race. I
was not black American (I am
now), I was clearly not white
American, I was not Asian, nor
any of the categories listed on
the form. I was told that I had
to sign as “other,” a label that
would play out in interesting
ways over the next 39 years.
Indeed, after a few weeks as
a member of the Black Students
Union at my university, it became
quite clear that I was “other”—
that West Indian blacks were
viewed by American blacks with
suspicion—as not quite black
enough, and therefore could not
be fully trusted in the struggle.
Sometimes at the BSU gatherings, as long as I kept my mouth
shut, thereby concealing the geography of my blackness, I was
privy to jokes about the Black
West Indians. A particular joke

photo by J. Patterson ‘10

Tim Howell has worked as an upper school mathematics teacher, and K-12 mathematics coordinator at Park since 1996. He plans to leave at the end of this school year to seek opportunities
to work in the city or on math education projects on a global level.

describes how West Indian slaves,
too weak to continue the journey
further north, were dumped off in
the islands. White folk also saw
us as “other,” not quite as black,
that is, not quite as angry and
aggressive as black Americans,
and consequently more tolerable
and easier to befriend and to employ. And we had cute accents.
For the people of Barbados,
me included, despite being tainted by slavery and colonial reign,
the sight of washrooms labeled

“for whites only” in a US documentary was the first big clue that
white people and black people
were to be considered inherently different animals; that in
significant ways, blacks in the
United States were to be considered inferior to whites. And
when in the February of 1969, Dr.
Arthur Jensen of the University
of California at Berkeley, made
public his findings that blacks
had less Level II intelligence
than whites, the intelligence that

had to do with problem solving, I have to admit that I found
some solace in my “otherness.”
Blackness can appear out of
nowhere and be subdued when
it is convenient. But the great
thing about black is that it always
shows. And once you are black
it is impossible to be “other” except perhaps on some pre-1969
government or college form.
INAUGURATION cont’d p. 10
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Inauguration
What does this day mean to me?
Inauguration Day speeches by
Courtney Rollins, and students in his
second grade class
Good morning. I am Erica. Martin Luther
King, Jr.’s dream and others’ dreams are
coming true. Yes We Can!!

Brian Baer/Sacramento Bee/MCT

President Barack Obama waves to the crowd at the U.S. Capitol during
his inauguration in Washington, D.C., Tuesday, January 20, 2009.

The Wright celebration
by Rachel Shapiro ‘10
Upper School Dean of Students
Traci Wright spent Inauguration
Day in a slightly different way than
most. Like many other Americans,
Wright gathered with family to
celebrate the swearing in of Barack Obama. Her experience was
unique, however, because her family’s festivities were captured on
camera by WBAL reporter and
Park alum Deborah Weiner ‘82.
We i n e r w a s i n t e r e s t e d i n
spending the historical day with
a multi-generational family, and
Wright’s gathering provided her
with that opportunity. Four generations were present at Wright’s
celebration, including her mother,
two grandmothers, two sisters, and a
number of aunts, uncles and cousins.
In the days leading up to January 20, Wright was conflicted about
how she wanted to spend the day.
At first, she was interested in being
in Washington, D.C. for the event,
but ultimately decided to commemorate the day with her family.
“For history’s sake, I would love to
have been able to say I was there, but
I realized it was more important that
I was with my family,” said Wright.

She was reassured that her decision to stay home would a good
one after heading downtown to
see President-Elect Obama as he
passed through Baltimore on the
Saturday before his Inauguration.
She explained that when Obama
spoke at the War Memorial it was
so loud and she was trying so hard
to catch a glimpse of the soon-to-be
president that she was barely able
to focus on what he was saying.
Realizing the situation would
only be intensified at the Inauguration, she was glad that she would
be home for the ceremonies and
able to focus her full attention
on Obama’s Inaugural Address.
Wright’s family took part in a
number of meaningful activities
during their celebration. They made
champagne toasts and sang songs, including “Lift Every Voice and Sing.”
The group also lit candles in
remembrance of those who were
not present to witness the momentous occasion. Honorees ranged
from deceased family members to
Civil Rights activists. For her part,
Wright paid tribute to Rosa Parks.
WBAL aired the segment the
evening of Inauguration Day.

Hi, I am Will. Barack Obama being elected
means a lot to me. It means a lot me because it
helps others see African American people in the
positive way. Barack Obama is the first African
American President of the USA in history. Yes
We Can!

Hello, my name is Carlie. It means a lot to me
that Obama was elected. I would have been
happy too if McCain was elected, but we made
history the night Obama was elected because
he was the first African American elected
President of the United States of America.
Thank you, oh and “Yes We Can!”

Hi, I’m Alex. Barack is an African American.
I know, but more importantly, he is nice, noble,
and kind. I don’t know about you, but I think he
will be a good president, no matter what! He
will be good at his job and all Americans will
be known in a good way. Yes we can!!

To me, the United States of America has
always been a land of contradictions; high ideals that strive toward an egalitarian democracy
crashing against harsh realities and a history of
prejudice, bigotry, and inequality on so many
levels. Yet this reality has never deferred beautiful people, from all sectors of life, from seeking,
striving, and struggling towards a better today
and more perfect tomorrow. What this historic
day means to me, is that this nation has succeeded again in attempting to do as Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. stated and millions of others,
famous and faceless, demanded through the
sacrifice of blood, sweat, and tears, for this nation to “live out the true meaning of its creed,
that all men (and women) are created equal.”
Another thought that continues to press
my mind is accountability; regardless of the
side folks stood for and believed in during
this historic campaign, we can not deny the
beauty of what happens when we as citizens
of this nation and world, act on our civic duties. When we educate ourselves, organize
ourselves, and mobilize ourselves, our voices
are heard. With this awareness comes accountability. I can no longer be passive about the

politics and social relations that govern me.
Last of all, this day means so much to me as a
Black Man and a second grade teacher. My future
students and their generation’s collective memory
will have a black man serving in one of the most
honorable positions throughout the world. Yes,
it would have been wrong for citizens to vote for
President-Elect Barack Obama because of his
race, but that does not take away from the impact of the symbolism of this happening. We are
bombarded with images in this consumer culture,
and many images of the African American male,
the African American woman, and the African
American family is and remains uneven, unfair,
and negative. Our new President and first family – First Lady Michelle Obama and their young
daughters Sasha and Malia, serve as powerful
models that can lead to a paradigm shift not only
in the representations of African Americans, but
of all people. As the hip hop artist Nas recites in
his song, Black President, “...on a positive side,
I think Obama provides Hope - and challenges
minds of all races and colors to erase the hate,
and try and love one another.” Yes, we can.
Thank you.

photo by J. Patterson ‘10

Second grade teacher Courtney Rollins came to Park as a Lower School intern in 2005,
and began as a full-time classroom teacher the following year.
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Chocolate: the best part of Valentine’s Day
by Lindsey Moskowitz ‘11

E

very New Year’s, the
chocolate Santas and
reindeers are removed
from the shelves in grocery and
drug stores. The shelves are restocked with chocolate hearts
in pink and red foil wrappers.
Valentine’s Day must be just
around the corner, another opportunity for chocolate lovers.
Chocolate was first introduced as a gift on Valentine’s
Day in the 17th century. Richard
Cadbury created the first box of
chocolates made special for the
holiday in 1868. Over the years,
giving this treat has become even
more popular, hence the $655
million Americans spend on
chocolate every Valentine’s Day.
According to two local chocolatiers, Glarus Chocolatier and A.
Kirchmayr Chocolatier, the winter holiday season is their busiest
time of the year, with Valentine’s
Day on the list as number two.
At A. Kirchmayr, almost all of
the chocolate they sell during the
holidays is for gifts. At Glarus,
in addition to gifts, they also sell
chocolate to people who buy

it for “personal consumption.”
This “personal consumption”
may be a result of the fact that
the holidays can be a stressful
time for some people. Researchers have found that cravings
for chocolate can be a result
of stress. Even
the Aztec and
Incan officials
used chocolate
to help them
keep up with
their demanding
jobs before the
word “stress”
was invented.
Over 3,000
years later, we
are still using chocolate to help
soothe us when we are stressed.
“This week [at the end of
the semester], I’ve been craving so much chocolate because
I’m so stressed out,” said Sophie DeFries ’11, a chocolate
lover. DeFries said that she sees
chocolate around school in bake
sales, class parties, people’s
lunches, and Mr. McGill’s office.
Some people are hesitant
to eat chocolate because of its
high calorie and fat content.

However, others insist that dark
chocolate is healthy because
of its heart healthy ingredients.
“Dark chocolate is a good candidate for replacing vegetables,”
said Dr. Marshall Gordon, a
math teacher and dark chocolate

lover. Dark chocolate contains
antioxidants called “flavanoids,”
which is the same ingredient
that is in red wine and has been
proven to fight heart attacks.
Regardless of its extra health
benefit, in a survey of 50 students at Park, dark chocolate
was not the favorite. When
asked which type of chocolate
they preferred-- dark, milk, or
white--milk chocolate was the
clear favorite with 27 total votes:
13 males and 14 females. In

today’s society, where there is
a large amount of chocolate
available for a low price, many
people are more accustomed to it.
As for preferring dark chocolate, Gordon says that is a
“developing taste.” “You try
it, have the realization that it is
better, and then
switch.” Although he can’t
remember the
moment when he
fell in love with
chocolate, Gordon enjoys eating
it whenever he
has it around.
Despite the downturn in
the economy, some specialty
chocolate companies are not
experiencing difficulties. “Chocolate typically does not
experience weak sales during
economic difficulties because it
is an affordable luxury,” said a
representative from Mary Sue
candies. However, at Glarus,
sales were affected this year.
With so many chocolate companies, chocolatiers have to find
ways to set themselves apart from

the many cheaper chocolate companies and from other high end
companies too. “We tirelessly
strive to exceed the expectations
of our customers and still use
many hand techniques to make
each candy unique,” said a representative from Mary Sue. “We
make our chocolates with Swiss
chocolate making techniques, by
hand, and without the use of preservatives or anything artificial,”
said a representative from Glarus.
Of course, limiting machine
usage creates extra labor, and
better quality chocolate is more
expensive so the chocolates come
with a higher price tag. At Mary
Sue, a 32 piece (32 oz.) box of
assorted chocolates will cost
$14.32. At Glarus, a 36 piece
box costs $48.00. However, you
could easily go to a grocery store
and buy a bag of Hershey kisses,
72 pieces (12 oz.) for just $3.99.
Regardless of its price or
health benefits, many people like
chocolate because it just tastes so
good. “It is the perfect treat no
matter what the occasion,” said
a representative from Mary Sue.
“It’s always a holiday when I have
dark chocolate,” said Gordon.

Inauguration is a step forward for civil rights
INAUGURATION,
cont’d from p. 8
And it was because I was
black that, when I drove a taxi in
White River Junction, Vermont
in the summer of 1978, a white
woman at the Greyhound Station
ran back to the bus screaming when she saw who the cab
driver was. She screamed, “A
black man! A black man!” And
it was because I was black that
as I walked past a house in that
Boston Suburb in 1974, those
three young boys chose words
all beginning with the letter N to
describe me. And it was because
I was black that a young man in
my calculus class in 1982 challenged everything I said. I know
it was because, after he graduated, he confessed that he had
never thought that a black person
could do mathematics. And it
was because I was black that the
brother of my fiancée threatened,
“You marry a black man and I’ll

never speak to you again and you
could also say goodbye to the
rest of the family.” And it was
because I was black that when
in 1974 I got a flat tire in a late
Birmingham, Alabama evening,
I shook with fear. And it was because I was black that a potential
landlord once told me that I was
out of luck. “We don’t even rent
to Jews here,” the landlord said.
And sometimes when you are
black in this country, when you
enter the room the conversation
dies. You understand pain and humiliation a bit more deeply than
others. You become paranoid—
did she say that because I am
black, did I get the job because
I was black, did I not get the job
because I was black? You get a
tad tense when any person not
of European descent presents
or performs in assembly. Much
like the anxiety you might feel
for your parent, child or sibling
in similar circumstances. You

want it to be perfect. You worry
a lot about black folk in the community- they must not fail, for
then we all fail. As you listen to
the announcement of yet another
murder in Baltimore, you hold
your breath and pray that neither
victim nor murderer is black
and your prayers are seldom
answered. You root for Serena
Williams and Country while John
McEnroe clearly roots for the
“other.” Sometimes you wonder
why being articulate and intelligent is for the first time in this
country a questionable virtue.
The burden of blackness is
great. Blacks in this country have
survived on tiny, infrequent successes. I would like to think that
Mr. Obama’s appointment to this
country’s highest office today, is
an indication that that the time
will soon come when people will
no longer be judged by the color
of their skin, but by the content
of their character. It does matter

that Obama is black, but more
importantly that he is fiercely intelligent, and fiercely committed
to his country and to the cause
of the underdog. I feel hopeful.
So go ahead today, I give
you permission to celebrate.
Celebrate not because you are
black or while or Republican or
Democrat. Celebrate the underdog, celebrate with a people who
have struggled in this country for
300 years to gain respect and to
improve their station. Imagine
the year is 1838 and that you
are one of those over 70,000
Barbadians who poured onto
the streets celebrating the end of
slavery. Celebrate with me my
journey from “other” to “black.”
I feel sure that in the days
ahead there will be times when
I will be reminded in unpleasant
ways that I am black, that race
matters, but today I want to put
all that behind me. Today I want
to pretend that all’s well, that I

could drive my taxicab anywhere
in this country and have people
feel safe to travel with me, and I
want to pretend that the N word
does not exist. Were my wife and
I to visit that certain restaurant
this coming summer, I hope that
we will not be the only couple to
hear the question: “Do you have
coupons?” I want to pretend that
there is a little inner blackness in
all of us. His anointing gives me
hope, it should give you hope.
Yesterday I got a call from the
Red Cross. They told me that the
Inauguration activity will strain
their resources and that they were
badly in need of my blood. Apparently my blood happens to be
one that most people crave. And
last night I gave it with pride. I
gave on Martin Luther King’s
day. I gave in support of President Obama, and I gave blood
that was neither black nor white.
It was simply a gift to others.
Thank you for your attention.

Commentary
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Respecting our
religious beliefs
by Sara Lever ‘09

Clean up your trash
by Blake Pruitt ‘11
There are certain rules of
etiquette that every parent
teaches his or her children as
they’re growing up. That’s
what I always assumed, at least.
Park Upper Schoolers are
notoriously bad at cleaning up
after themselves. The commons, annex, and cafeteria all
suffer from the laziness of the
student body. It is not only the
freshmen who trash everything
in site, but I think it’s safe to
say that they contribute to the
problem disproportionately compared to the other three grades.
Is it really so hard to carry
your trash the couple feet that separate your table and the trashcan?
Does it really make sense for anyone else to throw out your trash?
I understand that Park cafeteria
food is often less-than-gourmet,
but leaving your half-eaten scraps
on the table after you’ve finished
eating is not proper retaliation.
It is unfair to the person, usually
John Kessinger, who has to clean
up after you and to the upper
school students who do clean
up after themselves but have to
face the consequences for those
who don’t, á la banning food
from the commons for a week.

It will be an embarrassing
day in Park School history when
upper school teachers have to
stand in the cafeteria, watch
the high-school students eat
lunch, and prevent them from
leaving until their table is
clean, much like what is done
in the average lower school.
A major cause of this problem
is laziness, but there is also a lack
of respect and some arrogance
necessary for one to treat the
school like a giant dumpster. A
student must have an attitude
of self-importance to think, “I

maintenance staff to conduct traffic in the morning, empty the trash
cans and recycling bins, repair
every broken thing in the school,
clean the floors and every classroom at the end of the day, and to
lock the doors late at night and
open them early in the morning.
They have more important
things to do than clean up after some spoiled rich kids who
don’t have proper manners.
This problem reflects
negatively on Park and on
teenagers in general. I cannot imagine what a prospective

‘The commons, annex, and cafeteria all suffer from the laziness of
the student body’
don’t need to clean up after
myself, because if I don’t, someone else will just do it for me.”
While your mommies and
daddies may wait on you hand
and foot at home, at school
and once you’re an adult, no
one is there to pick up your
mess. I know, life is rough.
A common argument against
my opinion is, “What do we have
maintenance staff for?” We have

family visiting the school must
think when they see how we
treat our modern school building.
We should be thankful for
having such a great place in
which to learn and ought to
treat it with respect, because
there are countless amounts of
people who would give anything
to spend the school day in a
facility like ours and have the
opportunities Park students have.

In 2005 I entered Park after spending 12 years at an observant Jewish day school. Initially, I knew this transition would
be a big change, merely based on the philosophical foundations of the school, yet I thought the cultural transitions,
having a large Jewish population, would be mild compared to
those of which my friends, attending schools such as Franklin,
Gilman, Roland Park, and City College, would experience.
As the weeks passed on, I realized that while my assumptions about a huge Jewish presence at Park were correct, there
was a very small group of students who were raised Jewish
and continued to be observant. There were even fewer members of the community that were practicing Christians, and
barely any Muslims. There were scattered Buddhists and Hindus, as well as others who were raised or gravitated toward
the “trendiness,” spirituality, and harmony of non-Western
religions. I remember coming home from school one day saying to my mother, “I have never met so many young atheists.”
In ninth grade, outside the comfort of being enveloped by students
with similar religious ideas, I found that each day I encountered a
religious non-conformist, a non-believer, or a spiritualist. While I
found the lack of organized religion startling at first, now, in my
senior year, I don’t expect anything else. Yet it still feels that Park,
like a lot of the world, is lacking some understanding of religion.
At Park we seldom recognize a large part of America that sees
church, not only for Christmas Eve and Easter, but as a sacred
place for weekly gathering. And with such a large Jewish population, barely anyone attends synagogue, for reasons other than
a bar or bat mitzvah, or on the high holidays. Not only are Park
students oblivious to these religious folks, but there seems to be
an underlying understanding that religious people are zealots--unreasonable, irrational, not as intellectual, and to some extent naive.
“It’s not their fault,” is a common phrase heard when someone is
referring to a person whose idea is based on their religious ideas,
it’s just that their perspectives are skewed, because of religion.”
The moment “religion” or “belief in god” enters the conversation, a switch is turned off, and the student feels as
though they cannot have a reasonable conversation with the
believer, because of their faith. Students at Park have no problem with culture or tradition, and are rather tolerant, but there
is something about organized religions that irks Park students, and seems to mark it as a scarlet letter, untouchable.
Like many people in the past, one of the problems Park’s
kind-hearted citizens find is that religion causes too much violence. For hundreds of years people have argued that organized
religion leads to war and hatred. While this is a fair argument,
we must also recognize that religion has caused a lot of good.
Whether the good outweighs the bad, is up to you to decide. The
second aspect of religion which marks it more undiscussed than
most subjects at Park, is its contradiction of reason and rationale, ideas that form a large foundation of the Park philosophy.
So is the message that we should all go to church and
synagogue this weekend to thank G-d, pray for our future,
and repent for our sins? No, not at all. Everyone is entitled to
believe what they want, and that is exactly the point. Perhaps
we are not as open minded as we think and as revolutionary
as we hope to be. Whether we like to admit it or not, other religious ideas exist, and maybe there are some interesting and
diverse ones in our own community that we don’t even realize.
So why do we keep our voices in hushed tones when the
topic arises? And why don’t we discuss it openly? It is okay
to argue, isn’t that what Park students pride themselves on?
But instead of trying to label people and assume they hold
certain position because they “believe in G-d” or they follow an “organized religion” as irrational, ask them their
opinion, challenge them, and respond. Isn’t it time we extend
beyond tolerance, and aim for questioning and challenging?
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Reviews
The curiously good case of Benjamin Button
by Ellie Kahn ‘12
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
starts with Benjamin (Brad Pitt), wrapped
tightly in blankets on the doorstep of a
nursing home in Louisiana. Unlike any
other baby, Benjamin is born with the
attributes of a man well into his nineties.
Raised lovingly, he realizes the difference
between himself and the other children,
and the similarities he has of the men
and women living in the home. Benjamin
soon meets a young blue-eyed girl by the
name of Daisy (Cate Blanchett), who ages
normally. The knowledge that there will
be a short time in their lives when their
ages will cross allows them to pursue their
shared affection. The anticipation of this
moment is felt strongly throughout the
film. Throughout heartache, death, change
of the seasons, and the power of love, Pitt
and Blanchett beautifully act as lovers
as they take on a profoundly ambitious
movie that haunts and sticks with the mind.
Formula Hollywood movie, I can
assure you not, for the complexity of
the characters is far beyond any other
movie. The make-up work done on both
Blanchett and Pitt is simply amazing,
along with Pitt’s ability to play the role
of Benjamin throughout his life, from
infanthood to an old man, and every
age in between. It is refreshing to see
Pitt as a teenager once again, but some-

what a shock to the eye as an old man.
The incredibly long duration of almost three hours is pulled and expanded
from the original short story by famous
writer F. Scott Fitzgerald. This movie is
an entire lifetime of the characters, which

His character quickly places itself in our
minds, for he is a constant in this world
of ever-changing events, both distressing
and comforting. Oscar worthy director
David Fincher creates a film exceedingly
far from the shadowy feeling exposed by

photo courtesy of http://rottentomatoes.com

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button stars Brad Pitt, who plays many ages
throughout the film. It opened in theaters on December 25.

may sound tedious, but the extraordinary
feeling of losing yourself to the world of
Benjamin Button is fiercely portrayed.

Alien 3, Se7en, Fight Club, The Game,
Panic Room, and Zodiac. Also, does Forrest Gump ring a bell? Eric Roth, who

also scripted this movie, includes much
of the feel of innocence felt by Forrest in
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button.
This film is different. It stimulates the
senses in a way that many movies nowadays seldom do. Not only is it breathtaking
to watch, but you really feel this movie; you
experience it. Pitt and Blanchett live their
lives separately; she becomes a professional ballet dancer and he goes off to the war,
but we feel connected to both throughout.
What I did not like about this film was
the added component of Hurricane Katrina.
I didn’t mention that the film is solely the
story Daisy has in her diary, which is read
aloud to her on her deathbed by her daughter. As Daisy’s daughter finds out about
her mother’s past and love for Benjamin
(the father she never knew), the winds and
rain of the beginning of Hurricane Katrina
pound against the hospital. Although this
is still Louisiana, the movie should not
have included the hurricane as an interruption to the story and an excuse for an
ending. This was completely unnecessary
and I feel as though it added nothing.
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button is neither a feel good nor a feel bad
movie; it is a feeling movie. It is powerful
and sticks in your mind. Don’t miss this.

A

Award-winning Australian series shines on HBO
by Michael Gold ‘10
What do an effeminate, self-absorbed
drama teacher, a disrespectful, homophobic bully, and a stuck-up, private school
exchange student have in common?
Well, they are all characters played
by Chris Lilley, the creator and star
of the Australian mockumentary television series, Summer Heights High.
The series is about an Australian public school, Summer Heights High, and it
revolves around three protagonists: the
drama teacher Greg Gregson (or Mr. G, as

Photo courtesy of http://theagecom.au

feminate tendencies.
the students call him);
Jonah Takalua
Jonah Takalua, the
is an over-sized
year eight (8th grade)
bully, whose vocabueighth grade problem student who
lary consists mostly of
expletives; and Ja’mie
gets in trouble for
swearing at teachKing, the perfect stuers and bullying
dent who is only at
public school as part
younger students.
He is one of the
of an exchange profew Polynesian stugram. Though all three
characters attend Sumdents at the school,
mer Heights High, their
and hangs out with
Photo
courtesy
of
http://theagecom.au
paths never cross; howthe other “Islandever some secondary characters, such as the er” kids. He break-dances and has his
principal, interact with all three protagonists. own graffiti tag, a “dicktation” (drawn
Each character has a unique way of as male genitals with “tation” after
bringing humor to the show. Mr. G (“an them), which he frequently draws on
entertainment-industry professional for the himself, others, and school property.
price of a teacher”) is an overall silly charJa’mie King (“Weird name; you’ll
acter, whether it is his audition methods get used to it”) is the epitome of a per(His “sensitivity test”: “You’ve got thighs fect, rich, private school student (“Good
like an elephant and a face like a bloody at pretty much everything”). Lilhorse; who’s gonna wanna pay to see you ley plays the part fantastically; hilarity
on stage, who?!), the musicals he’s written coming half the time from his spot on
(“IKEA, The Musical”, “‘Tsunamarama’, rich-girl imitation, and also from how
about the tsunami tragedy set to the music ridiculous he looks as a teenage girl.
The eight-episode series debuted in
of Bananarama”), or just his overall ef-

the United States in November of 2008
on HBO. The episodes were available
On Demand, but are now unavailable, so
your best bet is to find the episodes on
the internet, buy the DVD, or maybe just
wait until it appears back on television.
Whatever you decide to do, just make
sure you watch it, as it is a true comedic
gem, and once again proves that anything
in an Australian accent is simply funnier.

Photo courtesy of http://theagecom.au
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Reviews in a Flash

i
Slumdog Millionaire Gran Torino
By Eskender McCoy ‘10
Slumdog Millionaire is a
movie that until January 23
was only playing in select
theaters. In the movie, Jamal
Malik (Dev Patel), a slumdog
orphan from Mumbai, competes on the Indian version of
Who Wants to Be a Million-

provides a reason to tell Jamal’s
amazing journey of his escape
from the slums of Mumbai and
search for his soul mate. It is a
tale filled with tragedy, disappointment, and grief, as well as
humor and joy.
Through Jamal’s life the audience sees a startling view of

photo courtesy http://imdb.com

Slumdog Millionaire, starring Dev Patel and Freida Pinto, was
released at most theaters on January 23.

aire and gets everything right,
provoking the suspicion of the
show’s host and the local authorities. But don’t worry, the
movie is not just a 2 hour long
version of the show.
The story opens with a violent torture scene as the police
try to get Jamal to reveal how
he knew the answers but, from
there, it takes off on a whirlwind adventure. The show just

the lives that the impoverished
people of India lead and of the
squalor that many of them are
forced to live in. Also, Slumdog
Millionaire was filmed using
compact digital cameras, meaning that when Jamal is in the
slums of Mumbai, he is actually
in the slums of Mumbai, not a
movie set.
Every part of this film was
crafted perfectly, from the

soundtrack to the fast moving
camera work, and most importantly, to the sense of realness
that most movies simply don’t
have. Even the upbeat musical
number that they perform at the
very end has a darker edge to
it. This movie unapologetically
shoves the truth of the world
in your face; when leaving the
theater you will feel hurt but
happy.
Danny Boyle, who is best
known for producing the films
28 Days Later, Trainspotting,
and Sunshine, took an interesting career turn when he
accepted the role of producer
for Slumdog Millionaire. Fortunately, it turns out that he is
just as good at directing a stirring emotional film as he is at
directing one filled with violent
rage infected people or heroin
addicted failures. He brings
flair to the movie that few other
producers would be capable of
adding. The few violent scenes
in the movie will have you on
the edge of your seat but they
never feel fake or over the top
in any way.
If you are going to the movies anytime soon and you have
not seen this movie, I strongly
recommend that you see it.
And for those of you who
don’t plan to go to the movies
anytime soon, make plans, as
Slumdog Millionaire is definitely worth it.

A

By Blake Pruitt ‘11
Gran Torino, Clint Eastwood’s latest work directed by,
produced by, and starring Clint
Eastwood, is the ultimate macho masterpiece. Walt Kowalski (Eastwood), however stubborn, aggressive, and racist, is
somehow a likable protagonist
who, after the recent death of
his wife, is left with only his
dog as company.
Walt is sickened by the racial
makeup of his neighborhood,
mostly Hmongs (an ethnic
group from southeast Asia);
but, when Thao and Sue, the
brother and sister who live
next door, get on the bad side
of a Hmong gang, Walt be-

photo courtesy http://about.com

Gran Torino, starring Clint
Eastwood, opened January 9.

fends them. This act propels the
rest of the movie as Walt slowly
forms a relationship with Thao
and begins to mentor him. As

they grow closer, the gang continues to harass Walt and his
next-door neighbors. In the
end, the two sides confront each
other in a battle to end all others,
but I can’t tell you who wins.
All I’ll say is that the end is satisfying and has a great wrap-up
that illustrates the themes of the
movie.
Gran Torino was by no means
made as a Hollywood blockbuster; Eastwood chose simple
over extravagant. It has, however, enjoyed great box office
success, grossing roughly $77
million, and was the top movie
at the box office for the weekend ending on January 11.
The cast, besides Eastwood,
is made up almost entirely of
newcomers to the film industry.
There are a few television veterans as supporting characters,
but no big names. If it weren’t
for Eastwood, Gran Torino
would not be nearly as popular.
This is a shame because it is a
piece of art that every movie
fan should experience. Every
element, the soundtrack, acting,
and camerawork, strengthen the
movie.
A combination of the screenplay and direction created a
realistic, funny, and touching
film. Gran Torino shows us
that even in a time of progression and inclusion, there is still
bigotry and hate in America.
But, even the most devoted racists can change.

A-

Milk: an ordinary portryal of an extrordinary man
By Ken Greller ‘10

Gus Van Sant is no stranger to
the biopic. In 2003’s Elephant,
Van Sant explored the 1999 Columbine High School shootings,
and 2 years later, in 2005’s Last
Days, he brought us a fictionalized account of the final days of
Kurt Cobain. However, there’s
something about Milk, which
chronicles the life of openly gay
politician Harvey Milk, that sets
it far, far apart. Firstly, in rare
form, Van Sant stays true to his

subject—the characters created in
both Elephant and Last Days have
clear links to the real world, yes,
but remain fictitious (he calls his
rockstar “Blake”), either for fear
of being sued or desire to operate
within his own world—one perhaps that is darker, more twisted,
and far more surreal than the one
we live in, or, at least, certainly
much different than the world created in Milk, which, for all of it’s
glory (and there’s plenty of glory,
sure) doesn’t quite live up to the

prestige of the man behind it.
But on the whole, Milk gets
plenty of things right. Sean
Penn’s portrayal of Harvey Milk,
the first openly gay man to be
elected to public office, is solid,
heartfelt, and supported nicely by
the (perhaps far more talented)
James Franco, Emile Hirsch,
Josh Brolin, and (my personal favorite) Allison Pill, as campaign
manager Anne Kronnenberg,
the lone lesbian of the bunch.
Overall, Van Sant has created an

enjoyable, vibrant, and (surprisingly non-nauseating) uplifting
depiction of one man’s substantial effect on his community.
In a way, it’s hard to like a
film like Milk that’s simply floating with hope—feeding off of its
own good vibrations. It seems,
to be harsh, a little obnoxious;
it ignores the fact that Harvey
Milk was assassinated, that to this
day, gays and lesbians are sorely
underrepresented in all public
offices, and that the war for equal

rights rages on—but this is, it
would seem, in the spirit of the
title character, a theme not only
prevalent on this years American political stage, but in our
cinemas as well (looking at you,
The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button, and Slumdog Millionaire)
As Harvey Milk says, whether
factual or fictionalized, “Without
hope, life is not worth living.
You’ve got to give them hope.”

B
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Sports Commentary:

QB Joe Flacco leaves Matt Ryan in the dust
A s P i t t s b u rg h S t e e l e r s ’
Safety Troy Polamalu returned
Ravens’ Quarterback Joe Flacco’s interception 40 yards for a
touchdown that punched their
ticket to the Super Bowl XLIII
and ended the Baltimore Ravens’ season, I felt a strange
feeling that I had seen it before.
It turns out that the AP Rookie
of the Year, Matt Ryan of the Atlanta Falcons, ended his team’s
season in a similar way with
a safety. This allowed the Arizona Cardinals to move onto the
next round of the playoffs and
eventually to the Super Bowl.
Though Ryan and Flacco were
both very impressive in helping
their respective teams’ rebuilding effort, Flacco went above
and beyond when it came to
the true test of a quarterback—
the postseason. This would
have been the deciding factor
if the voting took into account
performances after week 14.
The two quarterbacks showed
similar numbers during the season. Ryan threw a few more
touchdowns and a few less inter-

ceptions. In addition, he did not
have a strong defense to rely on.
Though Flacco quickly developed
as the season progressed, he could
often rely on his defense to hold
strong if he ever made a mistake.
Ryan emerged from the regular
season as the new face of the
Falcons’ franchise, leading them
out of the Michael Vick fiasco.
On December 30, 2008,
the AP Rookie of the Year
was awarded to Ryan. Unfortunately, this award does not
take the playoffs into account.
Flacco had unimpressive
statistics in his first two postseason games, but impressed
many by having no interceptions or fumbles. In his third
and final game of the postseason, he played dreadfully, like
a rookie would be expected to
play. This was remarkably similar
to the way that Ryan played as
they both had three turnovers.
The difference remains; Flacco won two postseason games
on the road before losing, and
Ryan lost his first game. Flacco
lost to the league’s best defense.
Ryan cracked under the pressure to a team ranked 19 in total
yards allowed per game and 28

Holding an overall record of
11-7 and an in conference one
of 8-4, the Girls’ JV Basketball
team is working hard in the run
up to the championship. “We are
going back to the basics between
now and the end of the season,”
said Head Coach Bill Pace. “We
have learned all of the offense
that I intend on implementing this year.” Now, it is about
the girls improving their skills
and gaining more confidence.
Every player is important on
this small team. Captains Rachel Shapiro ‘10 and Jasmine
Respass ‘11 have stepped up,
scoring lots of points and playing tough defense. Other team
members are Sophomore Tanika
Lynch and Freshmen Hannah
Himmelrich, Emma Saltzberg,
Leah Shapiro and Maddi Wyda.
Recently, however, Respass
was injured which was a huge
loss to the team. “It has definitely

challenged us to make adjustments to the style of our game,”
said R. Shapiro. “Without her,
we’ve been missing her ability to get the ball consistently
in the hoop from the low post.”
In a game versus B conference Garrison Forest, Park didn’t
seem ready to play until the
fourth quarter. “We just did not
show up to play basketball,”
said R. Shapiro. The team lost
with a final score of 31-44.
In an in-conference game
versus Catholic High School,
the Bruins displayed great
shooting. They beat the Cubs,
three on three, and R. Shapiro
made a JV Girls’ Basketball
record of 30 points in a game.
Although they’ve already
lost two in conference games,
one of them was only by two
points to St. Johns. If they continue to work hard and play well,
they could pose a very dangerous threat to all teams in the
IAAM JV C Conference playoffs.

by Alex Elias ‘11

in total points allowed per game.
In addition, Flacco had to play
18 straight weeks because of
the change in the scheduled
bye week due to Hurricane
Ike. Ryan only had to play 13.
Flacco was the first rookie to
win a road playoff game and the
first rookie to win two playoff
games. He performed better and
better as the season continued and
became known for his calm “Joe
Cool” demeanor. This is very similar to another great quarterback,
Tom Brady. Until last season,
Brady did not have spectacular
statistics, but he did not crack
under pressure which led him to
be considered as one of the best.
Flacco is the same. He faced
two hostile road environments
and won both. Ryan was unable to win in his only playoff
game. Despite his atrocious
performance in the AFC championship game, Flacco is the
better quarterback when it is most
important. He maintained a cool
head in times of pressure, while
Ryan choked under the pressure against one of the league’s
weaker defenses, the Cardinals.
Joe Flacco should have been
awarded the Rookie of the Year.

Lloyd Fox/Baltimore Sun/MCT

Ravens Quarterback Joe Flacco throws under pressure during
the AFC Championship game in Pittsburgh.

Despite challenges, Boys’ Fresh/Soph rolls to 13-0
Girls’ JV holds 8-4 start; clinches playoff berth
by Michael Ginsburg ‘12
by Daniel Stern ‘12
As the doors to the boys’ home locker room
closed, the energy in the air was palpable and
cheers of “Playoffs” and “Thirteen and Oh”
could be heard resonating throughout the gyms.
The Boys’ Fresh/Soph Basketball team had just
clinched a playoff berth with a 56-49 win over
rival Beth Tfiloh, continuing its impressive undefeated season. “We’re still undefeated, and this
is all that matters to me right now,” said Captain
Chase McCain ’12. “We’re going to win it all!”
It is evident that other members of the team
agree with McCain’s statement that the early confirmation of a playoff appearance was indicative
of the team’s standing power and championship
hopes. Head Coach Justin McKnight silenced
his group, however, and encouraged them not
to be premature. “Focus boys, focus,” he said,
“We have not played our games yet, we have not
won our games yet, so we need to stay focused.”
The Bruins, 13-0, have won most of their games
this season without any trouble. McKnight is
proud of his squad but attributes its success to the
players’ smart play, not to their physical ability. He

said, “I’d say we’re the smartest [team], our wins
are due to intellect. We call it our ‘Basketball IQ.’”
Like McKnight, Captain Drew Goldfarb ’12
remains focused on the task ahead as opposed
to celebrating what the team has already accomplished, “Truthfully, I don’t care as much [our
playoff clinch]. It doesn’t matter to me. We have
one goal and that is to win a championship,” he said.
The Bruins are well on their way to doing just that. After a shaky start in a preseason
loss to Masonville High, the team regrouped
and improved before the regular season began. Captain Michael Ginsburg ’12 said the
change was “proof that hard work pays off.”
The bench’s contributions is another factor of the
team’s success, “Some of our bench players have
been doing really well for us lately,” said Ginsburg.
Every member participates and plays a crucial role.
“We’ve improved physically, mentally, and
as a family. We’ve grown together, garnered
team unity,” said Goldfarb. As the Bruins ride
high from their win, they try not to forget the
values and experiences that got them into the
playoffs, and everyone on the team would
agree that they can’t let up until it’s over.

Sports
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Squash team’s ‘08-‘09 season acts as transitional year
by Rachel Shapiro ‘10
This year’s Squash team exemplifies the philosophy that
sports are not just about wins
and losses. Currently, the program is in the midst of its third
year and its second as part of
the MIAA squash league. So far
this season, the team has shown
that what it lacks in experience is
compensated for in effort. While
statistics show that the team has
only won one match, the players
insist that they have been having
a great season.“We don’t really
care about our record because it
doesn’t reflect the effort we’ve put
into the sport and it doesn’t show
how much better we’re getting,”
Captain Drew Kaup ’10 said.
The team is led by Head Coach
Toby Gordon, who is pleased with
the progress the team has made so
far. “Our new players understand

photo by H. Macks ‘10

Coach Gordon and top seven players for Varsity Squash.

the game and have mastered the
basics,” said Gordon. “The Varsity does better with each match.”
One of the team’s greatest
strengths is its players’ passion
for the sport. Team members
take pride in the amount of energy they bring to practices and
matches. They are also supportive of each other. Captain

Andrew Duberg ‘10 said, “We
don’t have experience but our
enthusiasm for the game allows
us to push ourselves and improve
at a great pace.” The team’s
shortage of experience in comparison to other area schools has
definitely been among its greatest
challenges. This challenge has
been furthered by the fact that the

team is only able to practice two
to three times a week, while other
teams are on the court every day.
Despite a shortage of court
time, the team has improved
tremendously and considers itself a tough competitor even
against veteran teams such as
Gilman, Boys’ Latin, and St.
Paul’s. One advantage those
schools have, however, is the
presence of a number of nationally-ranked players on their teams.
Kaup does compete nationally
on occasion, but he is the only
one from Park’s team to do so.
Apart from Kaup’s national
competitions, a number of players on the team have enjoyed
individual success. “Duberg uses
his natural athleticism, [Alex]
Katz [‘10] his extensive experience, and Kaup his great racquet
work and skills,” said Gordon.
The team won its first match
February 2 against Loyola Blake-

field. Sam Cornblath ‘10 defeated
his opponent first, and eagerly awaited wins from Everett
Rosenfeld ‘09, Kaup and Duberg.
“It was thrilling,” said Rosenfeld.
Even though the Bruins have only won one match,
they are enjoying the sport. On
December 19, the students challenged parents and alumni in
the First Annual Competition
for the Bruins’ Squash Sword.
The team hopes to continue improving this season and
is looking ahead to next year.
They are optimistic because
unlike other teams, they will
only be graduating one senior
from their top seven players.
In addition, there are a number of strong underclassmen on
the team. “Nick Halle [‘12] is
working his way up the ladder
to Varsity,” said Gordon. Next
year, the team plans to compete
in the Nationals Tournament.

Boys’ JV anticipates another championship run
by Alex Katz ‘10
With a 6-1 record, Boys’
JV Basketball places second
in the MIAA C conference.
Other schools leading the way
are Chaplegate Christian and
fierce rival Beth Tfiloh, both
of which played Park down to
the wire earlier in the season.
From the start, the Bruins
looked like the favorites for
the championship. “After the
first conference game of the
season against Friends, we felt

confident about our season and
our team,” said Captain Jesse Weinberg ’10. “We knew
where the season could go.”
Halfway through the season,
Park proved they are the team
to beat, defeating all opponents
except Chapelgate. The team has
developed a swagger that rallies
them through games. “We played
terribly against Chapelgate,”
said Weinberg of the team’s
only loss. Park came away with
victories against tough oppo-

nents, including Indian Creek
65-12, Beth Tfiloh 49-43, and
defending champions Key 63-12.
The Bruins are looking even
stronger since winter break. This
time in the season is very critical
for the better teams in the league
to get themselves going before
the playoffs. No team wants to
peak too early, yet wins in the
end of the season are crucial.
In its first game back from
vacation against Beth Tfiloh,
Park won in a nail-biter. The

team was up 10 points at half
time, but was out scored 18 to 4
in the third quarter. The Bruins
pushed through and won by 4.
“This game was especially important; our win wasn’t because
of the plays we were running
or any reason like that,” said
second year Head Coach Derrick Larkins. “We won that
game because we showed a lot
of heart and we wanted it more
than the other team. We had the
attitude of a championship team.”

During the second half of
the season, Park will face two
difficult matchups against Beth
Tfiloh and Chapelgate again. A
win against one or both would
put the team in one of the toptwo playoff seeds, easing their
road to the championship.
But, the team is taking nothing
for granted. “You’ve got to show
a lot of heart in order to get to
and win the championship,” said
Weinberg. “You’ve got to dig
down deep and really want it.”

Girls’ Indoor Soccer seizes second place
by Sam Cornblath ‘10
There have been many changes
to the Indoor Soccer team. After
moving down to the IAAM B
Conference, the team has become
a legitimate competitor. Also, the
team is under new leadership with
Head Coach Robert Piper and Assistant Coach Nicole Oidick ‘04.
The older players have stepped
up tremendously on a team mostly comprised of underclassmen.
Senior Captains Kayla Bruun and
Lyn Meyerhoff are great leaders. “Kayla is a great player and
has amazing footwork and field
sense,” said Georgi McCauley ‘10.

“Lyn is the mother of the
team. She cares for all of us and
is very supportive,” said Mariama Eversley ‘10. McCauley
and Eversley are the only other
upperclassman and great players. “Mariama is really fast and
always gets the ball,” said Lauren
Sibel ‘11. “Georgi has great
foot skills and uses them well.”
Younger members are critical to the team. Aiden Piper ‘11
is acknowledged as the unsung
hero. “She is our secret weapon,”
said McCauley. “She is quiet,
but one of our strongest players.”
Other tough sophomores include

Gabi Schwartz and Sibel. Freshmen Tess Savage and Arianna
Strome have become essential.
“Tess plays very hard,” said
R. Piper. “Arianna is a great
field player but she is an even
better goalie.” Rounding out
the team are Sophomores Sophie DeFries and Lily Gamse;
and Freshmen Anna Fried, Emily King, Isabel Rickman, Josie
Verchomin, and Hannah Weese.
First year Head Coach Robert Piper is assisted by Nicole
Oidick and they have started
a new system which is liked
among all players. They put

a stronger focus on conditioning, but still concentrate on
improving everyone’s skills.
Park is ranked second just
one point behind Garrison Forest, which is the team’s biggest
competition. When the team
first faced Garrison, the Grizzlies
passed Park defenders using giveand-go passes scoring four goals.
Although the Bruins outshot the
other team, they were only put two
away. Leading up to their second
match up, the Bruins needed to
capitalize on their opportunities,
work on defending, and anticipate where the ball was going.

The Bruins’ effort paid off.
The Grizzlies came out much
harder and very physical. “They
had great passes,” said R. Piper,
“but our defense was better.” Park
scored three goals— Bruun scored
two and Savage one—and Strome
kept the Grizzlies scoreless.
The team is looking forward
to the Indoor Soccer tournament
leading up to the championships.
Though the team has many parent
supporters, it is hoping for more
student fans. “We all really want
it,” said McCauley. And with
a win against number one seed,
the team is sure to go all the way.
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Boys’ Varsity Bball steps up to take on rivals
by Sam Cornblath ‘10
After a promising preseason,
the Boys’ Varsity Basketball
team started its in conference
endeavor with a crushing victory against Indian Creek. The
team hoped that this would foreshadow a strong season and
another championship run.
“Each player does a different thing,” said Captain Sean
Boone ’09, “but in the end we
all come together for one common goal.” Head Coach Josh
Wolf noted that the players have
responded well to feedback and
worked hard to fix their mistakes.
Although everyone is crucial,
certain players still stand out.
“Avery Gerald [’10] has begun
to play really well,” said Wolf.
“He gets rebounds, blocks and is
scoring.” Senior Captains Sean
Boone, Karl Nelson and Kyle
Ottenheimer have done a tremendous job leading the team. “Karl
dominates the court,” said Wolf.
“Sean has really begun to step
it up and Kyle is doing a really
great job of crashing the boards.”

The coaches have also been
significant in the team’s success. “Wolf connects with every
player on and off the court,”
said Boone. “He cares about
the team.” Dave Tracey and
Will Worton are the assistant
coaches. “Dave is very passionate about basketball,” said
Jonathan Hettleman ’10. “Will
is incredibly knowledgeable.”
After beating Indian
Creek, the Bruins set
their sights on their
game against defending
champions Key. The
Key Obezags came out
strong shooting
near 75 percent. Going
into the second half,
Park was
up by nine.
With two and
a half minutes remaining, Key took a
one point lead. “Karl
Nelson, who played with
turbo-intensity up to this
point in the game, now shift-

ed into otherworldly mode,” said
Wolf. “He splashed in six points
of his career high 42 points.” In
the end, the Bruins won 79-78.
The team’s next
game was against
rival Beth

Tfiloh. Park lost by five in what
was described as one of the worst
games. “We didn’t play as a
team and there was no communication,” said Wolf. The team
echoed these sentiments. “We
had a lot of mental
lapses,” said Ottenheimer. The Bruins
had 20 turnovers
and 12 missed
free throws.
After this loss,
the team did some
soul searching. They
had a team meeting
and individual meetings the next day.
From then on, the
boys got more
involved in a
n e w o ff e n s e
and had better leadership
from the guards.
In the second
Friday night
game January
9, Park was
ready to take
on Sts. Peter and

Paul. The Sabres were at the
top of the conference, but this
didn’t stop the Bruins. “We
crushed them,” said Boone. The
Bruins ended the half 41 to 19,
but the Sabres came out strong
cutting the score to 51-36. But,
Park’s defense held on strong
to the finish. Boone scored 10
points, had three assists and three
steals, Nelson had 27 points,
and Gerald had eight points.
“We followed the game plan
and everyone played well,” said
Wolf. The final score was 64-47.
The team’s next test came
on January 16 against number
one ranked team Chapelgate.
Before the game, Wolf told the
team that whichever team had
the fewest mistakes would win.
The Bruins made too many mistakes, were beat consistently on
the press, and were unable to
score. “They hit big shots and
we didn’t play our defense,” said
Hettleman. The team lost 53-52.
Even with two disappointing losses, the team remains
positive. “We need to keep
playing our game,” said Wolf.

Girls’ Varsity Bball prepares for first round of playoffs
14-1 team moves into single elimination tournament with confidence
by Aiden Piper ‘11
Currently 14-1, and first in
their section of the C conference,
the Girls’ Varsity Basketball team
is dominating, with wins over
Key 81-15, Glenelg Country
81-34, and St. Timothy’s 7017. “Our offense looks much
smoother and tighter,” said
Head Coach Kevin Coll, “We’re
shooting much better which is obviously quite an improvement.”
The team has many exceptional players. Captains Dawn Lee
’09 and Adrienne Tarver ’10 lead
the team, and each has had a phenomenal year. Joining Lee as a
post player is Rose Coll ’11. “Our
biggest girls are Dawn and Rose,”
said Tarver. “They always have
the most points and rebounds.”
Other members are just as

photo by J. Patterson ‘10

Girls’ Varsity Basketball team practices rebounding and
shooting leading up to the playoffs.

important. “Lucie Weinberg
[’10] is what we call a ‘stat sheet
stuffer’—lots of rebounds, lots of
assists, lots of good stuff,” said

K. Coll. “Kristen [Smith ’10]
is probably our most improved
player.” Rounding out the team
are Seniors Becka Althauser,

Emily Monnett, and She’Tiel
Coley; and Sophomores Ashley
Hohman and Autumn Cohen.
In the match up against
Glenelg, “there was a lot of anticipation,” said Tarver. “They
have a lot of really good girls,
but we just shut them down,” she
added. The Bruins also defeated tough competitor Annapolis
Area Christian School (AACS).
“We were great against AACS;
after blowing them out in the
first-half, they caught up to us.
The fans were trying to bother
us during the free-throws, but
instead of getting bothered, we
seized the game and took it back.”
AACS is 9-5 in the other half of
the C conference. On January
24, the Bruins played Friends
who was 6-1 prior to this match
up. The team beat the Quakers,
holders of the number one spot in

the other half of the conference.
Looking forward, the team has
a few loose bolts to tighten up
in order to get to the championship. “I think we need to work on
always playing our game, focusing, and not worrying about the
other team,” said Tarver. Tarver
considers the game against St.
John’s, the squad’s only loss, to
be one of her most memorable.
“We took all the mistakes
we made during that game and
learned from them.” The team
played St. John’s again on the
January 26, and won 46-27.
The team is geared up and
ready to play hard in the weeks
leading up to the playoffs. “Everyone has such a big part to play,”
said R. Coll. And with only two
weeks until the IAAM first round
of the championships, there is an
excited and determined spirit.

